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POLICE OFFICERS 'ALIEN' REPORT CANNOT BE IGNORED 
A police officer contacted British UFO experts after seeing three aliens examining a freshly made 

crop circle near Avebury, Wiltshire. 

Published: 1 1  :36AM BST 20 Oct 2009 By Alastair Jamieson (Telegraph) 

The sergeant, who has not been named, was off-duty when he saw the figures standing in a field near 
Silburv Hill, and stopped his car to investigate. 

However, as he approached the 'men' - all over 6ft tall with blond hair- he heard "the sound of static 
electricity" and the trio ran away "faster than any man he had ever seen". 

The officer returned to his home in Marlborough, Wiltshire, and contacted paranormal experts and told 
them he had spotted a UFO. 

Wiltshire Police has refused to comment on the incident, saying it is a "personal matter" for the officer 
involved. 

Crop circle researcher Andrew Russell, who is investigating the bizarre sighting on behalf of the officer, 
described the moment his sighting was made. 

He said: "At first he thought they were forensic officers" as they were dressed in white coveralls. He 
stopped his car and approached the field. 

"The figures were all over 6ft and had blond hair. They seemed to be inspecting the crop." When he got 
to the edge of the field he heard what he believed to be a sound not dissimilar to static electricity. 
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Police Officers Report: Continued: 

'This crackling noise seemed to be running through the field and the crop was moving gently, close to 
where the noise was." 

"He shouted to the figures who, at first, ignored him, not glancing at him. When he tried to enter the 
field they looked up and began running." 

"He said; 'They ran faster than any man I have ever seen. I'm no slouch but they were moving so fast. I 
looked away for a second and when I looked back they were gone." 

"I then got scared. The noise was still around but I got an uneasy feeling and headed for the car. For the 
rest of the day I had a pounding headache I couldn't shift." 

The bizarre incident occurred on the morning of July 6 this year as the police officer was driving. 

The officer claims the three figures were examining a crop circle*, which had appeared several days 
earlier, when he stopped his car and began walking towards them. 

However, the mysterious beings disappeared when he "looked away for a second'' and he contacted 
UFO experts after witnessing other paranormal activity. 

A spokesman for Wiltshire Police said: "The police officer was apparently off duty when this happened 
so we have no comment to make because it is a personal not a police matter." 

Crop circle expert Colin Andrews, who investigated the incident alongside Andrew Russell, said he is 
"convinced" by the police officer's story. 

He said: "I am quite convinced the officer had an experience that day and one that we have not fully 
explored. 

"I think with the unusual movement of the being and the poltergeist experiences there is too much 
additional information to say that is something in nothing." 

ED:* This report has been doing the rounds for some weeks and in view of the witnesses standing as a 
police officer (His evidence could put you away for years!), it cannot be ignored. 

However I have seen a report from an independent investigator, claiming that the crop circle (and 
therefore the aliens) cannot be seen from the road that passes by the bottom of the field? 

It seems highly unlikely that a servicing police officer would jeopardize his career by concocting a 
story like this and this is another reason why the report cannot be disregarded. 

I first started to investigate crop circles in the mid-80's and discovered a number of facts about their 
effect on visiting investigators and farmers. 

The 'crackling' mentioned at the top of this page is a phenomenon known to farmers and countryside 
residents. It is the result of a positive ion discharge from the wheat heads, usually if there is a slight 
wind causing them to sway and react with each other, this produces a corona discharge (see 
above ... "the crop was moving gently"). This effect has been known to cause flashes across the field and 
is known to locals as "corn ripening lightning". (My information gained as the result of interviewing 
several farmers). 

During my investigations, I interviewed a woman that had been walking her dog alongside a ripening 
wheat field during the summer and she said that "she had heard the wheat crackling" 

There is an electrical field that builds up over the wheat and this could possibly account for the police 
officer having a "pounding headache". 

During the period that a crop circle is/has been fonned, the area is highly charged with HIP radiation 
and this could possible affect and disorientate a witness in th� vicinity. 

We will just have to wait and see what other evidence may be found of this highly unusual incident! 
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'FT' Sighting at Weston-Underwood, Duffield, Derbys. 7th Oct.09 
PRA member Melanie Cunningham, has recently returned to this area after living in the Isle of Skye, 
Scotland. Previous to moving to Scotland, Melanie had lived in Bel per (Derbys.) 

During her time in Belper Melanie had numerous ufo and 'FT' sightings and seemed 'gifted' in a way 
similar to our colleague Mr Eric Goring (Lincolnshire). 

In order to substantiate her sightings, Melanie was given an 8mm movie camera (with zoom lense) and 
asked to film anything strange that she saw. 

Melanie returned the camera, with the film, a few weeks later and although the film speed was not 
suitable for night time work, she did succeed in filming an 'FT' flying overhead. 

(This photo, a 'still' from the 8mm movie, was later 
published in the 'Flying Saucer Review') • 

Since moving back to Derbyshire, Melanie has 
already been out skywatching, using her 1 Ox50 
binoculars and has sent us the following report of 
her sightings on the night of 7th October. 

"The sky was starry and moonlit. Two or three 
flashes above caught my attention. Looking through 
my binoculars revealed dark triangles with either 
blue & white lights near the corners." 

"I observed many objects moving at speed across 
the sky: mostly triangular shape, two squares and 
also one shaped like a ruler, with white lights down the centre. I saw one Triangle in motion, on its base, 
with the point upwards." 

"The light there was a brilliant blue-there was one yellowish light on the base at the centre." (see sketch) 

Blue light 

Base 

'Flying Ruler' 

The direction of travel did vary, but was generally 
south-east to north-west. 

Some were silent and others seemed to give out a 
'mechanical' noise. 

Whitish lights in centre 

I watched for approx. one hour, mid to late evening and I noticed that cows on the farm opposite were 
'mooing' at times, I don't know if this was a natural behaviour or the presence of the 'UFO's. 

The 'craft' were very bright and their unusual shape attracted my attention. 

Their movement was erratic, not linear and at times quite fast. The time of the observation was between 
9pm& lOpm. 
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LOUTH, LINCOLNSHIRE STILL ACTIVE! 

(Our contact in Brinkhill, Lincs. Mr Eric Goring has been keeping us informed of his latest sightings.) 

Do you realise that I have been observing UFO activity in my area for over a year, 5/9/08-22/9/09 both 
in the skies and in the fields! Just what is their agenda? 

If I am still seeing them in 2012 (God willing) they could be here to divert that meteorite that is 
predicted to hit, I think on Dec 19th 2012. (It's December 21st Eric) If anyone can do it, they can! 

ED: Eric then goes on to describe the variety of UFO 's that he has seen in the last year. 

White Ball 140-150 degrees SE 

V ery fast, appear from nowhere, very bright white ball of light, dives straight to the ground at terrific 
speed and is gone. 

I believe it is a Black Triangle (cloaked) coming in as a ball of white light and then 'decloaks' as a 
triangle again. I have seen this twice in the same area. Last seen around 2.00am. Friday 11th September. 

ED: During the 'Belgium Flying Triangle flap' 1979/80 there were reports of FT 's shrinking to a ball of 
light and shooting off skywards .... Belgium police report. 

A lady in Texas reckons that 'They' are here all the time and that they co-exist with us, at the same 
moment I have always said that. 

-rHIS lo 

/ 
/HIS � 

Y�L.J.....oW oR· 
. ...--

w _, 111.:: 

My night viewer is a great tool, I just wish it could be in full colour, just not green and black! I would 
have liked to have had a heat seeking (sensitive) camera with me, I believe that this would have shown 
the 'FT's up when they are 'cloaked'. 

Bright Bal12.35am Friday 11th September 09. 

A bright ball of light came from nowhere and dived to the ground at very high speed. I saw this happen 
in the same area about 5 months ago, it did exactly the same thing. 

ED: One of the strange situations that has become apparent to me over several years of UFO investi
gation, is the fact that there have been occasions, not only at night, but in broad daylight, where some 
witnesses have stood watching a UFO event and people next to them appear to be completely oblivious 
of the object. (I'ypical witness remark: "Other people must have seen it?'') 

I can quote several cases, including one related to me by the late Gordon Creighton (Editor of FSR), 
when a woman standing on the deck of a Scilly Island ferry was astounded when a 'saucer' erupted 
from the sea nearby and shot skywards. The witness looked around in amazement as fellow passengers 
appeared to be completely unaware of the event! 

A woman in Ilkeston watched as a grey ball UFO hovered over her house, a neighbour walked by and 
chatted, apparently unaware of the UFO. Shortly afterwards, the witnesses son ran in from school and 
said "what was that hovering over our roof?" (To be continued) 
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STRANGE CASE OF THE COUNCILLOR AND THE 
FRIENDLY ALIEN WEARING BALLET SHOES 

I 2:00pm Wednesday 25th March 2009 By Andrew Napier (Daily Echo» 

OVNI 

There was no space ship or typical little green men. Just a pretty blonde, dressed strikingly in a 
white ballet outfit, whose penguin-like walk made her stand out from the crowd. 

Yet she is no average Hampshire girl - but the vision that has left one city councillor believing he 
met an alien. 

Winchester councillor Adrian Hicks claims to have experienced a genuine close encounter with 
extra-terrestriallife during a stroll down the city's busy High Street on a Saturday afternoon. 

He said: "I was near The Works bookshop when I saw this strange woman, a humanoid walking 
with a penguin-like gait. She had very large prominent eyes and was twirling her hands in a 
circular motion." 

"She seemed friendly and totally at ease with us. She wasn't scared, she was smiling, and seemed 
to be enjoying herself among us. She walked very slowly up the High Street. I remember she was 
very interested in the clock over Lloyds Bank. She was taking it all in." 

"She was human enough to get away with it. Everybody's heads were turning." 

Cllr Hicks, an orthopaedic technician in the A&E department at the Royal Hampshire County 
Hospital for some 35 years, said he saw the creature at about 1.30pm on a Saturday in late January 
or early February 2004. 

For five years he remained silent about his experience because he did not want it to jeopardise his 
chances of election to the city council. Now, two years after securing a place for the Liberal 
Democrats covering the St John and All Saints ward of Highcliffe, St Giles Hill, Bar End and 
Winnall, he says he is willing to risk ridicule as he tells of the encounter for the first time. 

Urging others who witnessed the spectacle to come forward, including a woman whom he is 
certain took pictures, he added: "This was definitely a close encounter of the first kind." 

"I was very confused and shocked. I was going to say 'excuse me, you're not from around here?' 
but I thought it best to leave her alone." 

"I think we have established contact, because I have seen this 'being' in the High Street. Other 
people will have seen her. I would like them to come forward." 

Cllr Hicks, of Granville Place, Wharf Hill, said he thinks the 
sighting of the alien is linked to the appearances of lights in the 
sky over St Catherine's Hill. 

He said several other residents in Winchester have regularly seen 
the lights, at about 10,000 feet. 

In August 2004 he saw five vertical lines rising over Chilcomb 
military ranges before scattering away. 

Mr Hicks has a theory that the extra-terrestrial is linked to covert 
US and British military at Chilcomb and the pyramid at lntech 
which may be some kind of signpost. 

He said: "Clearly there are UFOs flying around and I'm keen to set 
up a UFO watch group for Winchester." 



MONTANA USA UFO REPORT: (May 2009) 
(Yellowstone National Park Area) 

We were recently contacted by an American retired truck driver, Jim 
Smith, more by accident than intention. 

Jim lives close to the Yellowstone National Park area of Montana and 
thought that the PRA was situated in the USA. He was surprised when 
he received a response from England! 

OVN1 

"Hi, Omar_ Cold here at 18 degs. snowing and blowing. .. Yuck! I never knew where you was, But Wow! 
You're a long ways from Montana .. Ha!" 

Jim had initially asked for our opinion about UFO,s and a reply was sent regarding his enquiry, (although 
it is difficult to condense the history ofUFO's in a 'nutshell'). 

It was in response to our answer, that Jim then revealed what had stimulated his interest. .. ... 

"I was never into UFO's till about five months ago. I was on the way home from Worland, Wyoming. 
and was over by Belfry, Montana." 

"Just east of there around five miles I saw a strange blue light about the size of a basketball somewhere 
around (guessing) 500 feet or so high going pretty fast straight north." 

"The light was not blinking and was a real pretty blue but not lighting anything up. I am sure it was not a 
plane or helicopter ... But who knows?" 

"On my sighting there is not much to say or see, I just wish I had slammed on the brakes and looked 
better, like I say, It never really dawned on me for a mile or so and then it hit me like a rock. .. a UFO?" 

"Of course I am not saying it was but I have never seen a plane with one big blue light and not blinking. 
So your guess is as good as mine. One thing about it:> it sure got me looking at the sky a lot!" 

"We live in Billings and from where I seen that light is about 65 miles SW of here�" 

"I am sure there probably is other people in the universe, I would love to see one (alien) or even their 
space ship.!" 

"Have a great day ... Jim" 

Further e-mail exchanges followed and I raised the question of the current scientific concern about 
Yellowstone Park being situated on top of a slowly rising huge volcano, which if it ever 'blew' was 
likely to wipe out a substantial part of the United States! 

Jim replied... "Naw I never worry about the park 'blowing it's cork', I just figure when my time comes, 
it comes." 

Have a great day ... Jim 

ED� Very philosophical, live everyday and make the mostofitr 

'Unusual Blue Lights'.��see page 9� 
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A UFO ENCOUNTER NEAR LOSCOE, HEANOR, DERBYSHIRE 24 YEARS AGO! 

UFO Encounter on Chgrles Hill Playing Field Loscoe 

By Mark Bloodworth (PRA) 

This encounter happened about twenty four years ago. I was on a night out in Riptey 

with a friend. At about 3. 15 in the morning I said goodbye to my friend and got in my 

van. I started on my way back home to Loscoe which usually took about 1 0-15 

minutes. As I got to Loscoe I went round the corner on to Flamstead Avenue and 

saw bright lights on Charles Hill playing fields at the front of the fields. I pulled over to 

the side of the road and wound down the window of the van to see if there was any 

noise, however I could not hear anything. The craft looked to be about 30 feet in 

length. There was a slight mist around on the hill up to the playing fields. At the time 

there were small trees that had just been planted so I had an unobstructed view up 

to the playing fields. The craft was shaped like a rugby ball with white lights around 

the middle of it. There was a red light on the bottom of the craft that went from one 

end to the other like the light on the front of kit car out of Knight Rider, for the mature 

person who can remember it. I could not tell whether the craft was sitting on the 

ground or hovering above it. 

I was unsure whether to go up the hill to the playing fields to have a look but decided 

not to mostly because I felt scared. I wound the van window up and drove away from 

the playing fields and continued on my joumey home. I looked behind me as I drove 

away to see if there was anybody following me. I cannot remember what the time 

was when I arrived home but when I got home I went to bed and looked out of the 

window to see if I had been followed. 

I did not tell anyone about the sighting for a few days as I was waiting to see if 

anyone else said something about it first. As I can remember there was no time 

missing that I can account for during the sighting. 

White Ughts 

Red Ught Moving 
Across craft 

Silver Colour Body 
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Loscoe, Heanor, Derbyshire Continued: 

This is the view I had of Charles Hill Playing Fields on the night of the sighting, 
However, the trees had only just been planted so at that time they did not obscure 
the view at the top of the hill. Mark Bloodworth 

Editor: Although Mark's encounter occurred some 24 years ago the time period does 
not detract from the importance of the sighting. 

Ttle event was so amazing, Mark has retained his mental image of the craft and the 
details of encounter after all these years. 

The time of the sighting at 3.15am is typical of a time when human activity is at its 

minimal and an ideal opportunity for an Alien controlled craft to carry out its surveil
lance, or whatever else it was doing! 

The craft itself has a number of common featured reported in other sightings over 
the years. The elongated ·rugby ball' shape and the line of lights around the centre 
are a common description, but the red light seen moving across the bottom of the 
craft is an unusual feature of this sighting. 

Thankfully, Mark has stated that he was unaware of any 'missing time' event and he 
had also taken the precaution of checking to see if the craft was following his van. 

Mark's sighting once again raises the question of just how many UFO sightings have 
gone unreported because of uncertainty about what was seen or the fear of public or 
media ridicule? 
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UNUSUAL BLUE LIGHTS .... 
In the Sept/Oct issue of the OVNI, Richard Col borne wrote an article (page 1 0) drawing attention the a 
mysterious blue glow in the sky that he had witnessed on a number of occasions. 

The photograph that Richard supplied was almost identical to the one shown below and has now been 
identified as a 'Noctilucent Cloud' a natural phenomenon that has often been reported in the Northern 
Hemisphere. (See below) 

Noctilucent Clouds taken from 36,000 feet above the South of Nunivak Island, Alaska on June 20, 
2006. 

Image credit John Boardman; 

Observing tips: Although noctilucent clouds appear most often at high latitudes--e.g. places like 
Scandinavia and Canada--they have been sighted as far south as Colorado, Utah and V irginia. Look 
west perhaps 30 minutes to an hour after sunset when the Sun has dipped 6° to 16° below the horizon. 
If you see luminous blue-white tendrils spreading across the sky, you've probably spotted a noctilucent 
cloud. http://science. nasa.gov/spaceweather/nlcs/gallery2004 page1. html 

ROTATING BLUE LIGHTS (Source Billy Booth) 

Here is a strange report that I found from Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. On April 12 of this year, a man 
who was standing on his balcony saw three blue lights rotating in a circle over Edmonton. (A date not 
too far from Jim Smiths report, page 6) 

� 

What makes this sighting a little different from others, is that there was a large, circular cloud over the 
city at the time, and the three blue lights were embedded in the center of the cloud. The lights were 
making irregular rotations. 

As he watched the lights, suddenly four more lights appeared, then formed together to make a circle. 
Then as suddenly as they appeared, they disappeared. Although he often watched the skies, he had 
never seen anything close to what he saw this night. About an hour after the lights disappeared, the 
cloud cleared away, and a helicopter arrived and circled the area. 

Could this be a case ofUFOs using clouds to disguise their presence? Let's go one step further. Could 
the UFOs have created the clouds to hide themselves? 
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AERIAL PHENOMENON 

In the last issue of the OVNl, I stated that the probable cause of the flying object caught on the BBC 
'Look North' webcam was an intelligently controlled 'Flying Rod'. 

These rare objects were first filmed by delayed dropping parachutists in the 'Cave of Swallows' 
(Mexico) several years ago. 

A rare photograph showing a 'Flying Rod' in some detail has recently been taken and is shown below ... 

FOSTORIA -- This is a single frame of a VHS video of strange object flying above a farm caught with 
'night shot' video camera by George Ritter on August 13,2009. 

The object was captured in only one frame of the video indicating it was moving at very high speed. It 
seems to have a biological or plasma aspect to it. Thanks to George Ritter 

HAARP CLOUD OVER MOSCOW? 

Strange Cloud Formation/ UFO Mothershlp Over Moscow 
October 6, 2009 

The video has appeared on You Tube and been viewed more than 1oo,ooo times. 

The bizarre light was spotted last Wednesday, but meteorologists rejected theories of the 
supernatural calling it an optical effect. The Moscow's weather bureau said several weather 
fronts had passed through Moscow as the sun shined from the west to cause the effect. A 
spokesman for the bureau said: "This is purely an optical effect, although it does look 
impressive. "If you look closer, you can see sun rays coming through that cloud. Most likely, 
the sun was setting when the video was being made." 

ED: "I don't think so!" 



DID ARTHUR C. CLARKE HAVE THE ABILITY TO PREDICT THIS? 

Mars Monument Proof of life (Reminiscent of the opening scene in the film 2001 A Space Odyssey) 

So we had a monolith discovered on Phobos the moon of Mars and mentioned by Buzz Aldrin two weeks 
ago, and now we have a new monolith discovered on the surface of Mars. 

You would think that NASA would delete the question raising images. Actually quite a few whistle 
blowers have come forward describing how their full time jobs at NASA and JPL were to retouch UFOs 
and alien artifacts out of the pictures before they were released. Thanks to Gordon J. Gianninoto 
[ ufonews@wildmoo.net (Filers #34 Files-2009) 

Road Found on the Moon? 
On Google Earth 5.0 use the Moon feature from the toolbar and then type "Joy" in the search bar. 
Looking closely and slightly west you will see a road or trail that runs south for miles. It even follows the 
contours of the terrain. 
I located it last night and posted a video to Y ouTube. I have alerted KRON news desk too. There are 
many other strange anomalies I have found today, including trails to the south and west of the Apollo 15 
site. I will point out in another posting shortly. Thanks to MUFON CMS 

ED: It is indeed a trail of some sort, but hardly a 
road! 

Until more detailed photographs become 
available it is difficult to give an opinion on what 
may have made this trail. 

We must bear in mind that the Russians pre
empted the Americans in landing and controlling 
more than one Luna Explorer vehicle on the 
Moon several decades ago. 

They alone may have been responsible for 
leaving such a trail as is visible in the photo 
(right). (Source: Filers Files #34 2009) 
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THE SAD PASSING OF 'ERNIE SEARS' 3-10-09 

It is with regret that I heard the sad news that Emie Sears (84) died from a heart attack on the 3rd of 
October. 

Ernie was a PRA member and had been in frequent contact with us, contributing news, photo's and 
features for the OVNI journal. In fact I had virtually just opened a letter from him when I heard the 
news of his sudden death. He had also been a prominent member of the Southampton UFO Group for 
many years, a close friend of Steve Gerrard and a past BUFORA member. 

His interests included psychic study, 'Out Of The Body' experiences, plus healing and he was also very 
interested in abduction cases, being convinced that he had been abducted in the past. 

(There follows an extract from one of his letters describing a sighting of an 'FT' ....... .  ) 

"The date was the 28th November 1977, it was 8pm, I had gone out into my garden at Portswood, 
Southampton and there was a beautiful clear sky. 

I gazed around, looked up over my head and stood transfixed! 

Hovering, perhaps a thousand or so feet up, silent, I saw a metallic triangular craft ... complete with 'ribs' 
beneath and 'rivets' of some kind and there were weird coloured lights around its edges. 

Having seen a UFO being chased by two Meteor jets in 1960, in daylight and having subsequently 
studied the subject deeply since then, I was not 'new' to such craft, but this was big, awesomely silent 
and I got the strange impression that 'it' was looking down at me!" 

Emie was also interested in 'Life after Death'. 

(Here is another interesting extract .... .) 

"I've had much practical experience of all these things and I can assure doubters that the 'mind' (soul) 
is a different and separated member of the brain and 'works', indeed dwells in its own time and space, 
thus transcending material dimensions whether one has stopped breathing or not!" 

We will miss Emie and his theories and contributions to our study of all interesting phenomenon. 

Our condolences go out to his family on this sad occasion. 

OmarFowler 
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Astronomy Picture of the Day By The Newly Upgraded Hobble Telescope 
Discover the cosmos! Each day a different image or photograph of our fascinating universe is featured, 

along with a brief explanation \vritten by a professional astronomer. 

2009 September 1 1  

Stephan's Quintet 
Credit: NASA, ESA, and the Rubble SM4 ERO Team 

Explanation: The first identified compact galaxy group, Stephan's Quintet is featured in this stunning 
image from the newly upgraded Rubble Space Telescope. About 300 million light-years away, only four 
galaxies of the group are actually locked in a cosmic dance of repeated close encounters. The odd man 
out is easy to spot, though. The four interacting galaxies (NGC 7319, 7318A, 7318B, and 7317) have an 
overall yellowish cast and tend to have distorted loops and tails, grovm under the influence of disruptive 
gravitational tides. But the bluish galaxy at the upper left (NGC 7320) is much closer than the others. A 
mere 40 million light-years distant, it isn't part of the interacting group. In fact, individual stars in the 
foreground galaxy can be seen in the sharp Hubb1e image, hinting that it is much closer than the others. 
Stephan's Quintet lies within the boundaries of the high flying constellation Pegasus. 
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Oct. 21, 1957; RAF Gaydon [North Luffenham?], Warwickshire, England (BBU) 
9:18 p.m. RAF pilot flying Meteor fighter had near collision with object near atomic base, 6 lights 
emerged when fighter approached, object disappeared suddenly, ground radar tracking confirmed 
sighting. (Project 1947; FUFOR Index; Mary Castner/CUFOS) (Source: Daniel Wilson USA) 

DERBY REPORT 16 Oct.09 

Flare looking glow, white centre 'th , urround, drifting r Allenton on Friday 16th October 2009 
at around 19:45. It came across ey r ol �anal, heading South/West. 
It came from Raynesway works area and there were d three light poles stacked on top of each other 
high. Moving around 20mph. No noise and many witnesses pointing up at it. (Anonymous Report). 

CHESTERFIELD SIGHTING 12 Oct.09 

On Monday 12th October 2009 whilst out jogging I saw 4 brilliant bright lights like balls of fire in the 
evening sky. It was around 8pm and I was jogging down Holmehall road in Chesterfield. I looked up and 
first saw just 1 light. It drew my attention because rve always had a keen interest in aircraft and it was 
like nothing I'd ever seen before. I then noticed 2 more of these light very close to each other but a little 
away from the first, then a bit further away from these 3 there was 1 more on it's own. None of these 
lights appeared to be moving. They were orange in colour and appeared to be about 4 or 5 times the size 
of a star. I lost sight of them behind the tree line and when I got back into the clear ( approx 10 seconds 
later ) all 4 had completely gone? Regards Phil 

A PRESENTATION BY PAUL PONSSOT ON TUESDAY NOVEMBER 24TH 
We are pleased to welcome back Paul Ponssot, (French UFO 
Researcher) who is travelling direct from Paris to give an 
evenings talk to the PRA group at tbe 'Royal British Legion' 
Allenton, Derby. (8pm) 

Programme: "Project bluebeam, what are behind recent develop
ments in ufology? 

Paul will go into a few recent ufo cases that have sparked wide
spread media interest in France, the US and GB in the last few 
years. He will also talk about the (on the surface) new open
mindedness of the media towards the ufo phenomenon: for that he 
will take specific examples in France and in the US and also 
discuss the disclosure project and the UFO scene in France. 

Paul will reveal the powers that have hijacked part of the disclo
sure project and a good part of mainstream ufology on the French 
ufo scene and how this is being used by the powers that be and by 
the alien -entities -that -eontrol.them to -help .complete the agenda of 
the_ New. -worl4� Order,�,-
�F+t)�l!y; �P.�ttf·. WiJT.':draw �a-P.�r.�H�t. ·.b.etw�n·· ·h.ow. �s�w�,9f toy�· u.•u·.-wii"J 
. scene· is-jrtfiltrateQ and used.'to··c.ontr-0l"tlre masses· and-'the ·new· age· ' 

. . . anti '.9frl·· tn1�h't110V��e�tS; He:·.will:d�f1Wt1Stratejhtri�g�: per�ona.I· ���ple$� :h6w . . the·· �eW::ag�)s··.USe(i,Jo .. 
. . create.··a.:.new world: .. order··and:how. the�,9./i l'truth ·mn:\�ement:is:·�ly : 't;i��-to:·lce�p:·:awakeiJ.e{hpeop�e, in ··ar · 

· .. J)e� · and��giye' ·them?· the:· iittisioii"tha·t:-they .·:are'· tree.· :-Iie··-�n .. ··dis�tose· n(),W,� tlie.� work 6r·.ot."Jtidyi.wtloa ·h�s· .. 

b�n ·criticised. and .. h�w the:"Frencb..· 9/II-.tnith·· move�ent"does.' not :.ev�t.t ,want to; eqrtsider :th:e :big:picture.:: · 

�behind 9/11. ( Non�members· welcome:. ·t3.00. oti the �igh�)' 

. · THERE WILL BE ·NO,.P:AA.·:l\fEETING··IN .. :·DECEMBER . . . 

·. Artides·.·and (Jpi�;i?nspriltted ;;, the ·oVNI tiO.�fiin�c�sarilyi"eflt!ctthe:v;t!Ws �fthePRA�_. 
.·.un.tess�otlaiwis�. 'siated © ·oVNi iirlictis·nwy btf�ep�i�ted witii' :4tlt!' ackntiwJ�dg(!�irt to their $iJI:'re;(! ... 

• 


